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This paper generalizes the notion of asymptotic vectors, parabolic curves, and inﬂection
points on surfaces in R4 to n-manifolds in R2n . Because the dimension and codimension
are the same in both cases, most of the interesting properties of these objects still
exist when we move to the higher dimension. In particular, we study in detail the case
of 3-manifolds immersed in R6. We classify the possible generic algebraic structures
of the asymptotic vectors at a parabolic point or an inﬂection point, and we classify
the generic topological structures of the parabolic surface.
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1. Introduction
A popular focus in generic geometry is surfaces immersed in four-dimensional Euclidean space. This is the ﬁrst case
one can study where there is ﬂexibility in both the tangent space and the normal space. Concepts of asymptotic vectors,
binormal vectors, elliptic points, hyperbolic points, parabolic curves, duality and inﬂection points have been deﬁned and
studied in a multitude of papers [2,3,5–7,9,10].
Frequently, the deﬁnitions and results for surfaces in four-space rely on the fact that the dimension and codimension are
the same. For many of these deﬁnitions and results, dimension of the manifold is really not important, as long as we have
this duality between dimension and codimension. Hence we can generalize many of the results from surfaces in four-space
to higher dimensional cases.
In the ﬁrst section, we generalize the deﬁnitions of asymptotic vectors, binormal vectors, parabolic points, and inﬂection
points. For each, we show that many of the results on surfaces are still true in higher dimensions. Next, we focus speciﬁcally
on the case of 3-manifolds immersed in R6. Here, all of the second order geometry is deﬁned by a triple of quadratic forms,
and the set of asymptotic vectors at each point make a cubic curve in the unit tangent space. We ﬁnd normal forms for
these quadratic triples and the cubic curves, and we relate the structure of the cubic to the type of point on the manifold.
Finally, we look at the generic structure of the parabolic set, especially how it meets up with the inﬂection points.
2. Second order geometry when dimension equals codimension
We begin with a manifold Mn immersed in R2n by a generic smooth map s : Mn →R2n . Let p be a point on M and let n
be a normal vector to s(M) at p. The second fundamental form IIn : T pM×T pM →R is the bilinear map deﬁned as IIn(v,w) =
n ·d2s(v,w). The second fundamental form II : T pM × T pM → NpM is the associated bilinear map that projects d2s(v,w) into
the normal space. We can map the unit tangent sphere into the normal space via II(v,v), v ∈ UTpM . The resultant set is
called the curvature Veronese submanifold.
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of as a system of n × n matrices. All second order geometry is encoded in these matrices. There is a natural SO(n) × SO(n)
action on the matrices induced by a change in the choice of bases, and any geometric deﬁnition must be invariant under
this action. If we instead care about the ﬂat geometry of the immersion, then we have a GL(n) × GL(n) action, and any ﬂat
geometric deﬁnition must be invariant under this action. All of the objects studied in this paper belong to ﬂat geometry.
Note that while the curvature Veronese submanifold is not a ﬂat invariant, its topology and its conﬁguration with the origin
of the normal space are both ﬂat invariant.
We need one more algebraic deﬁnition before generalizing asymptotic vectors:
Deﬁnition 2.1. Let p be a point on a manifold Mn immersed in R2n . Let {e1, . . . ,en} be a basis for T pM and let {n1, . . . ,nn}
be a basis for NpM . For all vectors v ∈ T pM , deﬁne A(v) as the n × n matrix with A(v)i j = IIni (e j,v).
Clearly this matrix A(v) is not an invariant, but the condition of it being singular or nonsingular is an invariant [6].
Asymptotic vectors on surfaces in four-space satisfy many useful properties. Most authors deﬁne them in terms of the
curvature ellipse [9], or in terms of a quadratic form that arises from the determinant of A(v) [10]. We will avoid deciding
which property should be used for the deﬁnition and just use all of the properties simultaneously.
Theorem 2.2. Let s : Mn →R2n be an immersion, and let v be a unit tangent vector at a point p. The following are equivalent:
(i) The vector satisﬁed det(A(v)) = 0.
(ii) There exists a unit tangent vector w such that IIn(v,w) = 0 for all n ∈ NpM.
(iii) There exists a unit normal vector n such that IIn(v, ·) = 0.
(iv) There exists a height function hn(x) = n · x such that h ◦ s has a degenerate (non-Morse) singularity with h · d2sv = 0.
(v) The vector II(v,v) is tangent to the curvature Veronese submanifold at II(v,v), or the curvature Veronesemanifold has a singularity
at v.
(vi) The tangential Gauss map, deﬁned as G : UTM → S2n−1 , G(p,v) = v, has a singularity at (p,v).
Proof. The fact that (i) ⇔ (ii) ⇔ (iii) follows from basic linear algebra, and the proofs make essential use of the fact that
dimension equals codimension. The statements (iii) and (iv) are essentially rewordings of each other. All that remains is to
show that (v) and (vi) are equivalent to one of the other statements.
For (v), let v(u1, . . . ,un−1) be a local parametrization of the unit tangent sphere, and look at the derivatives II(v,v)ui =
2II(v,vui ). We may assume that the set {v,vu1 , . . . ,vun−1} is linearly independent, and so our condition is satisﬁed if and
only if the set {II(v,v), II(v,v)u1 , . . . , II(v,v)un−1 } is linearly dependent. This can happen if and only if there exists a vector
w such that II(v,w) = 0, which is equivalent to condition (ii).
For (vi), we again take v(u1, . . . ,un−1) to be a local parametrization of the unit tangent sphere. Taking the derivative
of dsv, we see that we have a singularity in G at v if and only if there exists a vector w such that d2s(v,w) is a tangent
vector. Again, this implies II(v,w) = 0, which is equivalent to (ii). 
Deﬁnition 2.3. Let s : Mn → R2n be an immersion, and let v be a unit tangent vector at a point p. The vector v is an
asymptotic vector if it satisﬁes Theorem 2.2.
Next we deﬁne binormal vectors. For these, it is not required that we have the same dimension and codimension: for
instance, the classic binormal for space curves satisﬁes this deﬁnition. The deﬁnition for surfaces in R4 was established in
[10] and generalized in [5].
Deﬁnition 2.4. Let s : Mn →R2n be an immersion, and let n be a unit normal vector at a point p. The vector n is a binormal
vector if it satisﬁes the following equivalent conditions:
(i) The normal Gauss map Γ : UNM → S2n−1 has a singularity at n.
(ii) The height function hn(x) = n · x has the property that h ◦ s has a degenerate singularity.
(iii) The second fundamental form IIn is parabolic.
Note that the normal vector n listed in (iii) of Theorem 2.2 is a binormal vector. For most points on a manifold, there is
a one-to-one correspondence between the binormal vectors and the asymptotic vectors. However, generically there is a set
of dimension 2n − 5 where at least one binormal vector associates with an inﬁnite number of asymptotic vectors [6]. This
will occur at certain inﬂection points and some other exotic types of points.
Condition (ii) of Theorem 2.2 says that v and w are conjugate. This concept can be found as far back as [11]. Many
geometric objects can be framed in terms of conjugacy, even in the cases where the dimension and codimension are
different.
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the curvature ellipse is nondegenerate and it passes through the origin. The curvature ellipse passing through the origin is
equivalent to an asymptotic vector being self-conjugate, which is what we will require in higher dimensions. For inﬂection
points, the condition for surfaces is that the curvature ellipse degenerates into a radial line segment, which means the
second fundamental forms at the point are linearly dependent. Unfortunately, this concept does not generalize to higher
dimensions; generically we cannot expect this linear dependence. However, this degeneration of the ellipse occurs at a
point that has more than one (possibly complex) self-conjugate vectors, counting multiplicity. This will be our deﬁnition for
inﬂections.
Deﬁnition 2.5. Let s : Mn → R2n be an immersion. A point p is called a parabolic point if it has exactly one self-conjugate
vector (including multiplicity). A point p is called an inﬂection point if it has more than one (counting multiplicity and
possibly complex) self-conjugate vectors.
If we consider this in terms of the second fundamental forms, we are calling a point parabolic or an inﬂection if our
collection of second fundamental forms has a common root. Given a collection of n polynomials in n variables, there exists
a polynomial in terms of the coeﬃcients, known as the discriminant (or multi-valued resultant), written as , such that
 = 0 if and only if the system of polynomials has a solution. For surfaces in R4,  is a seven term, six variable, fourth
degree polynomial, and it is frequently used when studying parabolic points and inﬂection points. Unfortunately,  gets
substantially more complicated with an increase of dimension. For 3-manifolds in R6, we need to solve a system of three
quadratic polynomials in three variables. A recipe of  can be found in [4], and the result is a twelve-degree polynomial
with 21,894 terms and eighteen variables. While we have computed  and used it to study some examples, obviously it is
too diﬃcult to use when trying to analyze the parabolic set.
3. Three-manifolds immersed inR6
Now we focus our attention of the case of an immersed 3-manifold in R6. Given a point p and a basis for the tangent
space and normal space, our second order geometry is encoded into three second fundamental forms, so three quadratic
forms in three variables:
axxx
2 + axyxy + axzxz + ayy y2 + ayz yz + azzz2 = 0,
bxxx
2 + bxyxy + bxzxz + byy y2 + byz yz + bzzz2 = 0,
cxxx
2 + cxyxy + cxzxz + cyy y2 + cyz yz + czzz2 = 0. (1)
Let AEC (short for “asymptotic elliptic curve”, from [1]) be the set of asymptotic vectors at p. Due to Theorem 2.2 part (i),
AEC is the solution set to the cubic polynomial:
∣∣∣∣∣∣
axxx+ axy y + axzz bxxx+ bxy y + bxzz cxxx+ cxy y + cxzz
axyx+ ayy y + ayzz bxyx+ byy y + byzz cxyx+ cyy y + cyzz
axzx+ ayz y + azzz bxzx+ byz y + bzzz cxzx+ cyz y + czzz
∣∣∣∣∣∣
= 0. (2)
Let Q 33 be the eighteen-dimensional set of all triples of real quadratics in three variables, and let C3 be the set of all real
cubics in three variables. Given a local tangent and normal frame on M , we have a map from M to Q 33 and a map from
M to C3. Through our choice of tangent and normal frame, we have a natural GL(3) × GL(3) action on Q 33 , and any ﬂat
geometry of M is invariant under this action. Similarly, through a change of coordinates in our tangent space, we have a
natural GL(3) action of C3, and any geometry of the asymptotic vectors is invariant under this action. Also, the map from
Q 33 to C3 is compatible with these actions. The orbits of C3 are well known (for instance [8]).
We would like to determine the orbits of Q 33 . We can do this by working backwards from the orbits of C3. We split up
the cases into whether or not the AEC is nondegenerate or degenerate. First the nondegenerate case:
Theorem 3.1. ([1]) Let X be an element of Q 33 , and let AEC be its corresponding set of conjugate vectors. If AEC is nondegenerate
(meaning it does not factor as a cubic polynomial), then X is equivalent to a triple of quadratics in the following normal form:
{−3dx2 + 2(3d2 ± 1)xz − y2 + z2,−2xy + 2(3d2 ± 1)yz,
(
3d2 ± 1)x2 − 2(3d3 ± 1)xz + dy2 + (3d4 ± 3d2 + 1)z2}
where d is a real parameter and all sign choices are consistent with one another. In this form, the AEC is
y2z = x3 − (3d2 ± 1)xz2 + (2d3 ± d)z3.
For a generic immersion s : M →R6 , the set of points with a nondegenerate singular AEC has dimension 2.
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provides us a normal form for any point that is not an inﬂection point. In particular, the three-dimensional set of points
on M that are not parabolic are stratiﬁed by the choice of parameters, while every parabolic point (which, from the lemma
below, leads to a singular, nondegenerate AEC) are equivalent to one of two types, depending on the choice of sign in
the formulas. We picked this normal form for the AEC because it is a standard form used when studying elliptic curves.
Furthermore, this normal form has the point 〈d,0,1〉 on it, which is an important point when describing the conjugate pairs
of asymptotic vectors. In particular, if v is an asymptotic vector, its conjugate vector is 〈d,0,1〉 + v, where addition is done
using the traditional elliptic curve addition with the origin at 〈0,1,0〉.
Note that the formula implies that it is not possible for the AEC to have the form y2z = x3, meaning the AEC cannot be
a cusp. This is the only type of cubic curve that is not possible for the AEC.
If we want to study parabolic points and inﬂection points, then it turns out that we want the AEC to be singular. We
establish this in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.2. Let X ∈ Q 33 , and let AEC be its corresponding set of asymptotic vectors. If a vector v is self-conjugate, then it is a singularity
of AEC. Conversely, if v is a singularity of AEC, then v is conjugate to a vector w (not necessarily distinct from v) such that w is also a
singularity of AEC.
Proof. This theorem is just a large computation in Mathematica. Without loss of generality, assume that 〈0,0,1〉 is self-
conjugate with respect to X . If we write X as in Eq. (1), our assumptions are equivalent to azz = bzz = czz = 0. Calculating
AEC with these conditions, we ﬁnd they guarantee a singularity at 〈0,0,1〉. Conversely, if we assume that AEC has a singu-
larity, then we may perform a change of variables and move the singularity to 〈0,0,1〉. Since 〈0,0,1〉 is a point on AEC, we
may perform a linear transformation on the three quadratics of X , and in doing so we may assume that cxz = cyz = czz = 0.
Calculating the two partials of AEC at 〈0,0,1〉 leads to
cxx(ayzbzz − azzbyz) + cxy(azzbxz − axzbzz) = 0,
cxy(ayzbzz − azzbyz) + cyy(azzbxz − axzbzz) = 0.
The conditions imply that either cxxcyy − c2xy = 0 or both ayzbzz − azzbyz = 0 and azzbxz − axzbzz = 0. At this point, we work
out the conjugate vector to 〈0,0,1〉 as
w = 〈ayzbzz − azzbyz,azzbxz − axzbzz,axzbyz − ayzbxz〉.
If we work out the partials of AEC at w (the expressions of which are too large for this paper), then direct assumption of
either of the two conditions above will make all partials equal to zero, and hence we have a singularity at w. 
Note that Lemma 3.2 implies that if the AEC has a single singular point, then this point must correspond to a self-
conjugate vector. Hence the nondegenerate singular forms from Theorem 3.1 all have a single self-conjugate vector, and so
they are all parabolic points.
If a vector is a singularity of AEC but not self-conjugate, then it could be conjugate to an inﬁnite number of vectors, not
all of which need to occur at singularities. This will sometimes happen when the AEC factors into three lines.
Next we classify triples for which the AEC is degenerate, and in turn classify the possible types of inﬂection points:
Theorem 3.3. Let X be an element of Q 33 , and let AEC be its corresponding set of conjugate vectors. If AEC is not identically zero, and
it has two or more singularities (either real or complex, counting multiplicities), then X is equivalent to a triple of quadratics in one of
the following normal forms:
If we have a self-conjugate vector:
Type Form AEC Codimension
real (x2 + 2yz,2xy,2xz) x(x2 − 2yz) 2
imaginary (x2 + y2 + z2, xy, xz) x(x2 − y2 − z2) 2
real-2a (2xy + y2 − 4xz,2xy − y2 + 4yz, x2) x(x2 + y2 + 2xz) 2
real-2b (y2 + z2,2xy,2xz) x(y2 + z2) 3
real-3 (xy, xz, yz) xyz 3
real-3a (xz, x2 + 2xy, y2) xy(x+ y) 3
real-3b (x2 + 2xz, x2 − y2,2xy) x(x2 + y2) 3
ﬂat (xy, yz, x2) x2 y 4
inﬁnite (xz, xy, x2) x3 7
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Form AEC Codimension
(2xz + y2,2xy + z2, x2) x(x2 − yz) 1
(2xy + y2 − z2, xz − yz, x2) x(x2 − y2 − z2) 1
(x2, y2, z2) xyz 3
For a generic immersion s : M →R6 , the codimension of the set of each type of point is given in the table.
Proof. There are nine distinct topological types of nonzero, degenerate, real cubic curves [8]: (1) a line and a quadratic that
intersect transversally at two points, (2) a line and a point off of the line, (3) a line and a quadratic that do not intersect,
(4) a line and a quadratic that are tangent at one point, (5) three nonconcurrent real lines, (6) three concurrent real lines,
(7) a line and a point on the line, (8) a double line and one transversal line, and (9) a triple line. In all cases, two degenerate
curves that are topologically equivalent are projectively equivalent, and hence we can pick a normal form for each class.
The normal forms we pick are listed in the third column of our table. In all cases, we pick x to be a factor of our cubic and
〈0,0,1〉 to be a singularity.
If we have two triples X1, X2 ∈ Q 33 that are equivalent, then their AEC’s are equivalent also. Hence our classiﬁcation is
reduced to determining the equivalence classes associated to each topological type of degenerate cubic curves. We know
by Lemma 3.2 that if a topological type has two singular points, then we have two scenarios: the singularities are either
self-conjugate or they are conjugate to each other. Hence the triples associated with a topology type that has multiple
singular points will break up into at least two distinct classes. There are three such curves, thus giving us twelve possible
equivalence classes for degenerate triples.
At this point, we take a particular topological type, assume one of the possible behaviors of conjugacy at the singular
points, and then show that all X ’s in Q 33 that have this AEC are equivalent. For instance, let us work out the case when
the AEC consists of three nonconcurrent lines, and all three singular points are self-conjugate. Assuming that our triple
(A, B,C) ∈ Q 33 has the form listed in Eq. (1), we may assume conditions on the coeﬃcients of our triple:
• We begin by moving one of the singular points to 〈0,0,1〉 and one of the lines to z = 0. Plugging 〈0,0,1〉 into Eq. (2),
we get a singular matrix involving the coeﬃcients associated with the z variable. By performing a linear combination
on the triple (A, B,C), we may arrange it so that cxz = cyz = czz = 0. Further, by completing the square, we can make
cxy = 0.
• Since 〈0,0,1〉 is self-conjugate, we must have azz = 0 and bzz = 0.
• We want an A−1 singularity at 〈0,0,1〉. If we work out the determinant of the Hessian of the AEC at 〈0,0,1〉, we get
4(ayzbxz −axzbyz)2cxxcyy , which must be negative. By a change of variables, we may assume that cxx = 1 and cyy = −1.
By performing a linear combination on A and B , we may assume that axz = 1, ayz = 0, bxz = 0, and byz = 1.
• At this point, the AEC is now
−bxyx3 + (axy − bxx − byy)x2 y + (axx − bxy + ayy)xy2 + axy y3 − x2z + y2z = 0.
Since z is supposed to be a factor of this polynomial, we know that bxy = axy = 0, bxx = −byy , and axx = −ayy .
• Our triple is now (axxx2 + 2xz − axx y2,bxxx2 − bxx y2 + 2xz, x2 − y2) and our cubic is (x2 − y2)z. By taking a linear
combination, we can eliminate the axx and bxx terms in the triple. Then by a rotation in the x and y variables, we can
make our AEC equal xyz. A ﬁnal rearrangement of the triple will put it into the form (xy, xz, yz).
All of the other cases reduce to similar computations.
Finally, we work out the dimension of the orbit in Q 33 for each of our normal forms. For each form, we explicitly work
out the set of all triples equivalent to it by writing out the GL(3) × GL(3) action on it. To calculate the dimension of the
orbit, we calculate the dimension of the tangent space of the orbit at our normal form. For instance, the orbit of (xy, xz, yz)
has dimension 15. Given a generic immersion s : M → R6, the associated map M → Q 33 is transversal to the orbits, and
hence the codimension of each orbit on M will be the dimension of Q 33 minus the dimension of the orbit. For (xy, xz, yz),
this means the codimension is 18− 15 = 3. All other cases are similar. 
The ﬁrst table in Theorem 3.3 describes points with more than one self-conjugate vectors, and so all of the points in the
ﬁrst table are inﬂection points. We name them according to the table. The number assigned to the real inﬂections describes
the number of self-conjugate vectors, counting multiplicities. The “a” and “b” cases distinguish between inﬂections that
have self-conjugate vectors with multiplicity. In the second chart, these forms have no self-conjugate vectors, and so they
are neither parabolic points or inﬂection points. We include them in the theorem for completeness.
We did, however, leave out the triples that lead to a zero AEC, i.e., triples where every vector is an asymptotic vector. In
this case, one of the quadratics in X is a linear combination of the other quadratics. These forms have codimension between
6 and 18, and so they are unlikely to be used when studying the geometry of a 3-manifold.
We are now in a position to describe the set of parabolic points and inﬂection points:
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real-3a/real-3b.
Theorem 3.4. Let s : M3 → R6 be a generic immersion. Let P be the set of all parabolic points and real inﬂection points. Then P has
the generic structure of a projection of an embedded surface from R4 into R3 , namely:
• P is smooth at a parabolic point, a real-2a inﬂection point or a real-2b inﬂection point.
• P has a transversal self-intersection at a real inﬂection point.
• P has a transversal triple point at a real-3 inﬂection point.
• P has a pinch point at a real-3a or a real-3b inﬂection point.
Furthermore, the set of imaginary inﬂection is a smooth curve, and it meets the set P at the pinch points (thus making the handle on
the Whitney umbrella).
Proof. Let SC ⊂ UTM be the set of points (p,v) such that v is a self-conjugate vector of M at p. We showed in [6] that SC
is generically an embedding of dimension 2. Our set P is just the projection of SC into M . The projection will be smooth
at most points, with double or triple points when p has two or three distinct real self-conjugate vectors. These are exactly
the real and real-3 inﬂection points, respectively. The only way for P to be singular is if the projection itself is singular.
Computing the derivative of the projection, a singularity will require a point p with a self-conjugate vector v which also
has a different vector w conjugate to v. This will force all linear combinations of v and w to be conjugate to v, which forces
a real-3a or a real-3b inﬂection. Similarly, we can produce the set (p,v,w) ∈ (UT × UT )M such that v and w are both
self-conjugate at p. Again, this set is an embedding, this time of dimension 1. It’s image will be the set of inﬂections, which
will be a smooth curve at the real and imaginary inﬂections. 
The four different topological structures of P are illustrated in Fig. 1, along with the possible structures of the asymptotic
vectors. In particular, there are two different types of parabolic points which are separated by the real, real-2a, and real-2b
inﬂections.
Fig. 2 shows how the asymptotic vectors change as we travel along a line of inﬂection points. In particular, we switch
from a real inﬂection to an imaginary inﬂection as we pass through a real-3a or real-3b point. This leads to two possible
transitions, which are listed in the ﬁgure.
Finally, by calculating the curvature Veronese surface for the normal forms from Theorem 3.3 and comparing to The-
orem 3.4, we get the interesting result that the structure of P at a point is the same as the structure of the curvature
Veronese surface at the origin of the normal space: a real-3a inﬂection has the origin at the pinch point of the curvature
Veronese surface, the real-3 inﬂection has the origin at the intersection of three sheets of the surface, etc.
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4. Conclusion and further research
Similar to the AEC we can deﬁne the binormal elliptic curve, the BEC. In [1], we established that these two curves are
projectively equivalent if they are nondegenerate. Surprisingly, this is not true when they are degenerate (the BEC, for
instance, can be a cusp). Future research will strengthen the connection between these two sets.
Also, we can classify the generic transitions in the parabolic set and inﬂection points when we consider a one-parameter
family of immersions. Transitions will be determined by special occurrences in the third-order geometry of the manifold, as
well as instances of the ﬂat inﬂection.
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